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Classes of discontinuous motions in elastic and rate-type materials. 
One-dimensional case 

I. SULICIU (BUCHAREST) 

IN THE PAPER, different classes of regulated functions are introduced. Hadamard's theory of 
wave propagation (when an isolated curve of discontinuity is present) is generalized for the 
frame of regulated functions (when a countable set of discontinuity directions can meet at 
a point). Kinematic and dynamic jump conditions are given. For the rate-type materials, necessary 
conditions for the constitutive equation to be written in the form of a continuously differen
tiable functional of strain (regulated function) are given. Finally, for motions with second
order discontinuities (generalization of acceleration waves), one proves that on a bounded 
and closed domain, the number of discontinuity directions at a point is at most two for the 
elastic case and at most three for the "rate" case; moreover, the set of points where there are 
effectively two (respectively three) discontinuity directions, is at most countable. -

W pracy wprowadzono r6i:ne klasy funkcji z nieci~glosciami pierwszego rodzaju. Uog61niono 
teori<; propagacji fal Hadamarda, w kt6rej wyst~puj'l izolowane krzywe nieciC~glosci, na uklady 
funkcji ~nieciC~glosciami pierwszego rodzaju, kt6re, dla odmiany, dopuszczaj'l w kai:dympunkcie 
istnienie przeliczalnego zbioru kierunk6w nieciC~glosci. Wyprowadzono kinematyczne i dyna
miczne warunki dla skok6w nieciC~glosci. Dla material6w typu pr~dko5ciowego podano warunki 
konieczne na wyraienie r6wnania konstytutywnego w postaci ciC~gle r6i:niczkowalnego funkcjo
nalu od odksztalcenia (~dC~cego funkcj'l z nieciC~glosciami pierwszego rodzaju). W zakor\
czeniu, dla klasy ruch6w z nieciC~glosciami drugiego rz((du (uog61nione fale przyspieszenia) 
udowodniono, i:e na obszarach ograniczonych i domkni<;tych istniejC~ co najwyi:ej dwa kierunki 
rtieciC~glosci w kai:dym punkcie dla przypadku spr<;zystego i co najwyiej trzy - dla przypadku 
"pr~ko5ciowego". Ponadto zbi6r punkt6w, w kt6rych istniej~ faktycznie dwa (odpowiednio 
trzy) kierunki nieciC~glosci, jest najwyiej przeliczalny. 

B pa6oTe aae.z:teHhi paaHbie IUiacchi 4>YHKQHH c pa3pbiBaMH nepaoro po.z:ta. TeopiDI pacnpo
crpaHeHHn BOJIH ~aMapa, B I<OTOpOH BbiCTYDaiOT H30JIHpoBaHHbie I<pHBble paapbma, OOOOIQe
Ha Ha CHCTeMbi 4>YHKQHH c paaphiBaMH nepaoro po.z:ta, I<OTOpbie a OTJIH'liHe oT o6b~oro .z:to
nyCI<aiOT B I<a>f<,!l;OH T0'1J<e CYIQeCTBOBaHHe ClleTHOrO MHO>KeCTBa HanpaBJieHHH paapbma. 
BhiBe.z:teHbi I<HHeMaTHlleCI<He H .z:tHHaMHtieCI<He ycnoBIDI .z:tnn ci<a'1l<OB paapbiBa. ,I:Lrrn MaTepua
JIOB CI<opoCTHoro THna .z:taroTcn Heo6xo,I:tHMbie ycnoBIDI .z:tnn Bbipa>KeHHn onpe.z:tennromero 
ypaBHeHHH B BH):te HenpepbiBHO .z:tH4>4>epeHQHpyeMOrO 4:lyHI<QHOHaJia OT .z:te!l>opMaQHH (6y
.z:tYIQero 4>YHI<QHeH: c pa3pbiBaMH nepsoro po.z:ta). B 3ai<JIIOlleHHe .z:tnn IUiacca .z:tBH>KeHHH c paa
pbmaMH BTOpOrO po.z:ta (o6o6IQeHHble BOJIHbl YCI<OpeHHH) ):tOI<a3aHO, liTO B OrpaHHtieHHLIX 
H 3aMI<HYTbiX o6JiaCTHX cyiQeCTBYIOT no I<paHHCH Mepe .z:taa HanpaBJieHHH pa3pbma B I<a>t<):tOH 
T0'1l<e .z:tnn ynpyroro cnyqaH H no I<paiiHeH: Mepe TpH- .z:tnn ,CI<opOCTHoro" cnyqan. KpoMe 
3TOrO MHO>KCCTBO TOllei<, B I<OTOpbiX cyiQeCTByroT !l>ai<THlleCI<H .z:tBa (COOTBeTCTBeHHO TpH) 
HanpaBJieHHH pa3pbiBa, HBJIHCTCH no I<paHHeH Mepe ClleTHbiM. 

1. Introduction 

WE CONSIDER here only the motions of a material body {!I which can be described with 
a single spatial coordinate x for the actual coordinate and X (X e [a, b]) for the coordinate 
in the reference configuration. The notation used throughout this paper follows mainly 
the notation involved in [1, 2]. 
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676 I. SULICIU 

The motion of a body :M in a function x:l5-+ R (D = [a, b] x [t0 , t1]) giving the 
location x = x(X, t) at time t of the material point which had position X in the reference 
configuration. The stress T = T(X, t) will be here a real number defined as the force 
per unit area in the reference configuration. When the derivatives 

F(X, t) = axx(X, t), y = F -1, .X = a,x(X, t) = V(X, t), 

-x = at x(X, t) = a, V(X, t) = V (1.1) 

exist, we eaU them, respectively~ the deformation gradient, the strain, the velocity and the 
acceleration of X at time t. 

A motion must obey the law of balance of momentum 

X2 x2 
(1.4) 9, f x(X, t)eodX = j b(X, t)e0 dX + T(X2 , t)- T(X1 , t) 

Xt Xt 

for every pair X 1 , X2 E [a, b]. Here body forces b(X, t) are assumed sufficiently smooth 
with respect to (X, t), and eo is the mass density in the r~ference configuration. 

Let the strains y: i5 -+ R take their values as an interval I c R; then we say that the 
body. f!J is elastic if there exists a smooth injection function g: I-+ R such that 

(1.3) T = g(y). 

We consider now a domain g) of y T plane. Let cp, 1p: £0-+ R; then a quasilinear first
order constitutive equation of the rate type (see, for example, [l] Sec. 36, and [3] ·chap. Ill) 
is postulated under the form 

(1.4) t = cp(y, T)y+VJ(y, T), 

if T = T(X, t) and y = y(X, t) are differentiable with respect to t. 
The first part of Sec. 2 of this paper presents some results from [4, 5] concerning reg

ulated functions defined on the real line. The second part of Sec. 2 introduces the regulated 
functions defined on plane domains with real values. In Sec. 3, the classical results of 
HADAMARD [6] (see also, for instance, [7]) are obtained for motions belonging to different 
classes of regulated functions. 

The word "wave" has not been used since the discontinuities of the motion have not, 
in general, the character of an isolated wave, i.e., a perturbation which propagates through 
the body and reaches at different times t different material particles X. The motion x 
is supposed to be a continuous function with respect to (X, t), however, its derivatives v 
and F (or y) may have different values at a fixed point P0 = (X0 , t0 ) and for a fixed unit 
vector e1 at P0 , depending on the way we reach P0 along a right or left tangent curve 
to e1 ; these discontinuities will be called first-order discontinuities. This is a generaliza
tion for shock waves. 

If v and F are continuous but have one-side derivatives with discontinuities of the 
type described above, then we say the motion has second-order discontinuities; this re
presents a generalization of acceleration waves. 

In both cases the set of discontinuity directions e1 , for a fixed P0 , is at most countable; 
moreover, if (X, t) varies over a bounded domain, the set of points at which there are 
at least two discontinuity directions is countable. 
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CLASSES OF DISCONTINUOUS MOTIONS IN ELASTIC AND RATE-TYPE MATERIAlS. ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 677 

The kinematical and dynamical conditions of compatibility have similar forms to 
those already known [6, 7], but they depend on both the considered point and direction. 

In Sec. 4, conditions under which the constitutive equation (1.4) describes a single 
material are discussed (see also, Sec. 5.2). Many of the proofs given there follow the proof 
of classical theorems in the theory of differential equations as, for example, can be found 
in the books [8, 9]; however, more detailed proofs of these results can be found in [10]. 

The solution obtained is an explicit function of two variables (see Sec. 4), the value 
of y at time t and the history of y up to time t; i.e., it is a function of y(t) and history 
parameter T(t); T(t) being a functional of y:[t0, t]-+ R. The discontinuities of T(t) are 
essentially determined by discontinuities of y(t). The history parameter T(t) is, roughly 
speaking, of a class better than y(t). 

In the last section are discussed the conditions imposed on a, motion with first- and 
second-order discontinuities in order that it may represent a motion of an elastic or a rate 
type material body ffl. 

2. Regulated functions 

2.1. Regulated functions on real line 

In this section we reproduce briefly some results from NICOLESCU [4] and DIEUOONNE [5]. 
We denote by R or R1 the set of real numbers and I an interval on R with origin in a and 
with the other extremity in b (a, b may be finite or infinite). 

DEFINITION 2.1. A function f: I -+ R lt'i!l be called a regulated function on I if for any 
t E I, f has one-side limits 

and 

f(t -0) = f- (t) = lim f(s) 
s-+t ,se/ 
s < t,ti=a 

f(t+O) =f+(t) = Jim f(s). 
s-->O,sel 
S>t,tj=b 

We denote by R0
(/) the set of regulated functions f: I-+ R. 

DEFINITION 2.2. A function f: I -+ R is called a step function on I if there is an increasing 
finite sequence {tdo~:; ,-; 11 of points of i (closure of I in R) such that t0 = a, tn = b and f is 
constant on each of the open intervals (ti, ti+ 1), i = 0, 1, ... , n -1. 

THEOREM 2.1. A necessary and sufficient, condition for f:[a, b]-+ R to be a regulated 
function is that f be a limit of uniformly convergent sequence of step-functions. 

As a consequence of this theorem one gets that the set of discontinuities of a regulated 

function is at most countable. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A regulated function f E R0 (I) is said to possess one-side derivatives 

on I if thefollowing limits exist: 

/s(t) = lim f_S_~)-=f- (t) , 
S-+t,sef S-t 
S<t,ti=a 

1
, () _ 

1
. f(s)-f+ (t) 

Jd t - Im -. 
s-+t,sel S- t 
S>f,ti=b 
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678 I. Suucm 

We write f e Rt (/) if f e R0
(/), Is, _/, e R0 {1) (if, for instance, a e /, we define J:(a) = 

=is(a+O), so thatis is defined on whole/, etc.). We writefeC0 t(/) iffe C0
(/) and 

is, j, E R0
(/). 

The following result belongs to A. Denjoy (se~ for instance, NICOLESCU [4], Chap. 
XVII): If f:[a, b] ~ R has in any point of [a, b], one-side derivatives, except on an at 
most countable set, then in any point of [a, b] but an at most countable set, f has a de
rivative. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f, tp: [a, b] ~ R be two functions in C0
t [a, b], so that jj(s)j ~ <P(s) 

(where se (a, b) are the points where both derivatives exist and are equal). Then lf(b)-f(a)l 
~ tp(b)-tp(a) (see DIEUDONNE [5], Chap. 8). 

As a consequence of Proposition 2.1 it is easy to prove the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f:[a, b] ~ R be a function in C0 t[a, b] so that 

l.idl ~ Mlfl,f(a) = 0, M> 0. 

Then f(t) = 0 for any t e [a, b]. 

2.2. Regulated functions in the plane 

We denote by R 2 = R x R the Euclidean two-dimensional space and by D c R2 

a plane domain. Let i = (1 , 0) and j = (0, 1) be standard basis in R2
• We consider another 

orthonormal basis (et, e2) in R2 having the same orientation as (i, j). We introduce the 
following notations 

(2.1) 

i.e., n 2 is the frame formed by vectors e1 , e2 with the same orientation as i, j and with 
the origin in P 0 , and n t is the frame formed by vector e 1 with the origin in P 0 • Based 
on et, e2 we introduce the vectors 

(2.2) 

where x = + or - and ht > 0, h2 > 0 (i.e., hi are positive real numbers). 
Let P 0 be a point in R2 and let us consider the following sets: 

(2.3) 
L1h (n2) = {P, PE R2, P = Po+ ).1ft+ A2fl; A1, A2 > 0, A\1 + A2 E (0, 1)}, 

L1i: (n 1) = {P,PeR2,P = P0 +A.ff,O <). < 1}. x =+or-

L1i:(n2) are open right triangles with a vortex in P0 .and a leg of length h1 in the positive 
direction of et and the other leg of length h2 in the positive direction of e2, for L1t(n2), 
or in the negative direction of e2, for L1;;(P2). L1t(n1) represents an open segment along 
e1 with starting point in P0 and with the end point in P0 +h 1 e1 and similarly for L1;;(n1). 

DEFINITION 2.4. A function f: D ~ R is said to have one-side limits in P 0 e D in the 
direction e1 if for any e > 0 there are ht(e) > 0, h2 (e) > 0 and the numbers f1C~(P0),f11~(P0) 
such that 

1/(P)-fx~(Po)l < efor any PE L1te>(n2)nD, 

lf(Q)-f"~(Po)l < efor any Q e L1~t>(n3)nD. 
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DEFINITION 2.5. We say that a smooth curve P(s) = P0 +set +O(s), IO(s)l/s-+ 0 for 
s -+ 0, is right (left) tangent to et in P0 if there is an s0 > 0 such that P(s) lies on theright 
(left) side of et fors E (0, so). 

The following proposition is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If f: D -+ R has one-side limits in P 0 E D in the direction et , then 

these limits are given by 

Iimf(P(s)) = f~(P0), Iimf(Q(s)) = f1C~(P0) , 
s~o s~o 

lvhere P(s) is a smooth right tangent curve to et in P0 and Q(s) is a smooth left tangent curve 

toetinP0 • 

DEFINITION 2.6. Let D be a plane bounded domain. J.Ve say that the boundary oD of 
D is of class cot if for each point Po E oD there exists a ball Bo with center Po such that 
o D nB0 can be represented in the form t = g(X) or X = h(t) with g or h in C0 t. 

DEFINITION 2. 7. A function f: D -+ R is called an R2-regulated function if f has one-side 
limits in the direction e 1 in P0 for any P0 E D and any unit vector e1 • The set of all regulated 
functions on D will be denoted by R0 (D). 

For a fixed P0 E D, e1 depends on the angle 0 E. [0, 2n] between e1 and i, e1 = e1 (0) 
and therefore f1C~(Po) are functions of 0. If Po E oD and oD is a smooth curve, then () 
belongs only to an interval of length n; since f is not defined on the exterior of D, one of 
its one-side limits at the end of this interval has no sense. If D E C01 , then 0 may belong 
to an interval of length greater than zero but smaller than 2n. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. For a fixed P0 E D, fl
2
(P0 ) are R1-regulated functions (regulated 

functions on the real line) on 0 E [0, 2n]. In fact, the following relations are valued as 

Iimf;2<02 >(Po) = f1C~(o 1lPo), 
02-+0t 
02<0t 

limf7C~(B2>(Po) = f;2 (0 1>(Po), 
02-+0t 
82>01 

limf:2<o2>(Po) = f:2 <0 1>(Po), 
Oz-+Ot 
82 <Ot 

limf1C~<o2lPo) = f1C~(0 1>(Po). 
02-+0t 
02>0t 

The proof follows at once from definitions. 
CoROLLARY 2.1. An R2-regulated function admits at any point an at most countable 

set of discontinuous directions. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let D c R 2 be a bounded domain with oD of class C01 ; {Lik}k=l,···,m 

is said to be a partition of D if: (1) Llk are connected domains whose boundaries consist of 
straight line segments and parts of oD, (2) Ll1 nLik = 4J for any I, k = 1, ... , m, I =1= k, 

m - -
and (3) U Llk = D. 

k=l 

DEFINITION 2.9. A function g: D -+ R is called a step function on D if there is a finite 

partition {Lik}t ~k""m of D such that 

g(P) = ck = const for p E Llk. 

Now, we can prove the analog to Theorem 2.1 for compact plane domains. 
THEOREM 2.2. If gn: i5 -+ R is a uniformly convergent sequence of step functions to 

a function J, then f is an R 2-regulated junction; conversely, any R 2-regulated function on 
a compact domain is a uniform limit of step functions. 
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680 I. SULICIU 

P r o o f. The first part of the theorem can be proved in a similar way as for Theorem 
2.1, so we omit it. 

For the second part of the theorem we have to build a sequence of step functions 
uniformly convergent to the given R2-regulated fun~ion f. 

According to Proposition 2.3, for a fixed P0 , /:2(P0 ) are R1-regulated functions of 
the angle() E [0, 2n]. We choose e = 1/n and let 00 be fixed; then there are h1 (00 , n) > 0, 
h2 (00 , n) > 0 such that 

Consider 

1/(P)~/n~<llo>(Po)l <.!_for any PE L1t(n2(0o)), 
n 

1 
lf(Q)-f~<flo>(P o)l < - for any Q E L1; ( n2 (Oo)). 

n 

L1n(n2(0o)) = L1t(n2(0o))uL1;(n2(00))u{Po+se1 (00)}, sE (0, h1 (0o, n)). 

Now, let et.n(00 ) be the angle between the vectors P0 +h1 (00 , n)e1 , P0 +h1 (00 , n)e1 + 
+h2 (00 , n)ez and we take the open intervals In(00 ) = (00 -et.n(80), 00 +a.n(00)); we have 

m1 

U ln(00 ) ::::> [0, 2n] which implies the existence of 01 , ••• , Om
1

, with U ln(O;) ::::> [0, 2n]. 
6oe[0,2n:J i= 1 

We write the numbers ()k- a.n(Ok), ()k, ()k + et.n(Ok) in increasing order and denote them by 

0 = Ct.1 < Ct.2 < ... < Ct.m2 = 2n. 

We have obtained around P0 a set of triangles of angles et.;+ 1 - et.; in the vortex P0 . For 
any P, Q in one of these open triangles, we have 

lf(P)-f(Q)I < .!... 
n 

We denote by L1n(P0 ) = int fj L1n(n2 (a.;)) and we have U_L1n(P0 ) ::::> D, which implies 
1=1 PoeD 

MJ -

U L1n(Pk) ::::> D. 
k=l 

Now taking the intersections between the obtained domains L1n(Pk) and between 
L1n(Pk) and D, we get a set of a connected disjoint open sets denoted by L1!, k = 1, ... , m(n) 

m{n) _ _ 

and U L1! = D~ The boundaries of L1~, k = 1, ... , m(n) consists of straight line segments 
k=l 

and parts of the boundary of D. Obviously, 

2 
lf(P)-f(Q)I <-for any P, Q E L1~. 

n 

Consider now the sequence of step functions 

le! P e L1~ 
gn(P) = f(P) P E oL1~ k = 1, ... , m(n), 

where C! = f(Q), and Q is an arbitrary fixed point in L1!. Then for any PE D, lf(P)- gn(P)I < 

2 uc < - and therefore gn(P) __:__!_.f(P). 
n 
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CoROLLARY 2.2. The set of discontinuity points of an R2-regulated function defined 
on a compact domain, · through which pass at least two discontinuity directions, is at most 
countable. 

According to Corollary 2.1, the set of discontinuity directions through any point 
is also at most countable. Of course, the set of discontinuity points in which there is only 
one discontinuity direction is of continuum power. 

Let (ef, eD and (ei, eD be two orthonormal bases in R2 with the same orientation 
as standard basis (i, j) and ex E (0, n) be the angle between e1, ei. Let two families of 
smooth curves be 

P1 (A, s) = P0 + Aef +sei +01 (s), A > 0, s > 0 

P 2 (A, s) = P0 + Aef +sei +02(s), 
(2.4) 

where 01 (s), 02 (s) are such that, for fixed A, the curve P1 (A, s) lies on the right of ei and 
P 2 (A, s) on the left of ei; moreover, 

lim Ol(s) = lim 02(s) = 0. 
S-+0 S S-+0 S 

Let D be a plane domain and f: D -+ R be an R2-regulated function. For any fixed A, 
we have 

We prove now that 

(2.5) 

limf~ (Po + AeD = f~ (Po), 
A-+0 2 2 

where n~ = (P0 , eL eD and n~ = (P0 , ei, e~). We obtain here f;J(P0) if ei lies on the 

right-hand side of ef and f~} (P 0 ) if ei lies on the left-hand side of ef. 

First, we need to show that there is a smooth curve s = g(A), with g(O) = g'(O) = 0; 
then we have 

(2.6) 

which is a smooth tangent curve to ef at P0 and lies on the right of e~ (if e~ does). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let An and sn be two sequences of decreasing numbers converging to zero, 

with the additional property: sn_ 1 fAn < 1/n. Then there is a smooth function g:[O, Ad-+ R 
with the following properties: g(An) = sn, g(O) = 0 and g'(O) = 0. 

Pro of. Consider the sequence of smooth and decreasing functions gn, gn: [0, At]-+ R, 
having the following properties: (1) gn(Ai) = si! i = 1, ... , n, (2) gn(A) = 0, ). E [0, An+ 1), 
(3) gn+ 1 ().) = gn(A), A E [0, An+ 2] U [An, Ad. The sequence gn is uniformly convergent 
to a function g, as it is easy to verify, and g(O) = 0. 
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Now, for A e [0, A1], we have g'(A) = limg~(A) and g'(O) = 0, because limg~(A) = () 
n-+oo A-+0 

for any n. Let us show that limg'(ik) = 0 for any l.c -+ 0, ik > 0. We have 
k-+oo 

- - - 1 
g(AJc)/A'k ~ g(Ak)/Ank ~ g(Ank-1)/Ank = Snk-1/Ank <-, 

nJc 

where An"~ ik ~ An~c-t· Hence g(A) is differentiable for any A e [0, A1] and g'(O) = 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. In the conditions stated above, (2.5) holds. 
P r o o f. Consider an arbitrarily decreasing sequence An -+ 0, An > 0, An > An+ 1 • 

It is obvious that if the limits in (2.5) exist for any decreasing sequence, they exist also 
for any An -+ 0, An > 0. 

For any n we find a ~~~ > 0 such that 

lf:~(Po+Ane})-f(P2(An, s))l < ! for 0 < s < ~n' 
where P2(A11 , s) is given by (2.4). We choose Sn < ~n such that Sn < An+ 1 /(n+1) and 
sn < sn- 1 • Hence, for any decreasing sequence An, we can find a decreasing sequence Sn 
which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.2. Then we have 

If~ (Po + AneD-f~j (Po)l ~ lf:i (Po + AneD-f(P2(.A.n, s,.)l 

+ lf(P2(An, Sn)) -fn~(Po)l ~ ~ + lf(P2(An, g(An)) -f~(Po)l. 
As lim lf(P2(A11 , g(An)) -fn~(Po)l = 0, if ei lies on the right of eL we get one of the second 

n-+00 

relations of (2.5). The other relations of (2.5) can be proved in a similar way. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Consider f e R0 (D), P0 e D and (e1 , e2) an orthonormal basis as 

above; we say that f has one-side derivatives on the direction e 1 at P 0 if for any smooth right 
and left tangent curve to e1 : P(s) = P0 +se1 +O(s), O(s)fs-+ 0 for s-+ 0, the limits 

lim f(P(s))-fn-;(Po) _ ::1-ji(P) l'mf(P(s))-fn~(Po) = a+ji(P) 
- Un2 0 ' 1 ltl 0 

S-+0 S S-+0 S 
s>O 

exist for right and left curves, respectively, and are independent on curves P(s). 
We denote by R1 (D) the set of all f e R0 (D), possessing one-side derivatives for any 

Po e D and any orthonormal basis (e1 , e2) which are regulated functions with respect 
to any Po E D for any fixed (eb e2), and by C01 (D) = C0 (D)nR1 (D). 

DEFINITION 2.11. A function f e R0 (D) will be called totally regulated on D if for any 
P 0 e D and any unit vector e 1 with the origin in P 0 the following limit 

Iimf(Po + Ae1) = fn~(Po) 
A-+0 
A>O 

exists. The set of these functions will be denoted by R~(D). Also, we say f e R~(D) if 
fe R~(D)nR1 (D) and 

1 . .f(Po+Aet)-f"~(Po) _ ~+ji'~P) 
lffi , - Un 1 \ 0 

A-+0 11. 
A>O 

exists for any P0 e D and any e1 , and for e1 fixed, o-:
1
/(P0 ) is a regulated function with 

respect to P0 e D. 
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Now we can prove one of the most important results of this section. 
Generalized Hadamard LEMMA 2.4. (See HADAMARD [6] Sec. 72, and TRUESDELL and 

TOUPIN [7], Sec. 174). If f E R0 (D) and a;,.J(Po) exists in Po' then a:lfn-;(Po) exists and 
we have 

(2.6} 

where n2 = (P0 , e1 , e2), n 1 = (Po, e1) from (2.1). 
P r o o f. Consider a family of curves 

P()., s) = P0 + Ae1 +se1 +O(s) 

Jying on the right side of e1 , with O(s)fs--. 0 for s--. 0; we have 

lfn-;(Po + Ae~-J.-;(Po) - a;,ftP.)I ,;; lf(P(A, s)) -f-;(Po+ Ae,) I 

+I f(P(A, s)1-J.-;(Po) - a;,ftPo)l. 

Let ).,. > 0, ).,. --. 0 for n --. oo, ).,.+ 1 < ).,. . Then, according to Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, we 
can find a decreasing sequences,.--. 0, s,. > 0, s,._ 1 j).,. < 1/n and a g(J.) = s such that 
g(J.,.) = sn and the curve Q().) = P( )., g().)) is a right tangent curve to T at P0 and 

1

/(Q(J.,)) -fx-;(Po +An et) I _!_ 
1 < . 
An n 

Since 

lim /(Q(J.,.)) -fx-;(Po) = a- j1'~P ) 
1 ftl \ 0 ' 

11-+00 An 

the lemma follows. 

COROLLARY 2.3. If f has one-side derivatives in the e1 direction at P0 , then 
(2.7) otJ/n2 (Po)] = [on 2 f(Po)], 

where 

[/n2 (P o)] = ftt~ (P o)-fn-; (P o), 

[on 2 f(Po)] = ot2/(Po)- o"~f(Po). 

COROLLARY 2.4. Let f E C01 (D). Then 

otc~f(P) = ox~f(P) = lim f(P + kl) -f(P) = o"~f(P), 
A-+0 
A>O 

i.e., a continuous function possessing one-side derivatives, it is differentiable on each direc
tion n 1 = (P, e1). 

In what follows, it is convenient to introduce, for a given direction e1 in a point P, 
the directional derivative in the direction -e1 , i.e., 

(2.8) 
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where j1t-,_(P0 ) = limf(P- Ae1). Therefore, in the meaning used in Corollary 2.4, if we 
J.-+0 
A>O 

take e1 = i or j, we can introduce the following notation: 

(2.9) off(P) = a;~f(P): 
1 

COROLLARY 2.5. According to Denjoy's theorem (see Sec. 2.1 above) in condition o] 
corollary 2.4, f(X, t) is differentiable with respect to (X, t), for a fixed t, (X), everywhere 
but on an at most countable set, i.e., o"}f(X, t) = oxf(X, t) and a,+f(X, t) = olf(X,t} 

everywhere on a parallel segment (o the X axis or to the t axis in D, except on an at most 

countable set. 
PRoPOSITION 2.4. Let f E cot (D). Then 

(2.10) 
(o"}f):2(P) = (iJX:ff:

2
(P), 

c a: /):2 (P) = c a;-n:l (P), 

for any P e D and any n2 = (P, et, e2 ). 

"= +or-

Proof. We shall prove only the first ·relation (2.10) for " = -; the other relations 
follow quite similarly. 

Consider PE D and n 2 = (P, et, e2). Let ).,. -+ 0 be a decreasing sequence and 
P, = P0 +).,.et. We draw through P,. the straight line t = t,. and denote by {O:.}neN the 
points on the segment (X, t,.) E D, where Oif(X, t,.) :1: oif(X, t,.). 

These points form an at most countable set. Then for any )., we can find a decreasing 
1 

sequence s, > 0, Sn-t < - ).,. such that o"} f(X + s,.' t,.) = Ox f(X + s,.' t,.). According to 
n 

Lemma 2.2, there is a smooth function g().) = s with g().,.) = s,. and with the property 
that P( ).) = P + k t + g().) i is a right tangent curve to et at P. The relation follows im
mediately. 

Another useful result is given by 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose f e R0 (D) and f is continuous on D with respect to t for any 

fixed X, then 

for any n2 = (P0 , et, e2), nt = (P0 , et) with et#: ±j (e1 = cosOi+sinOj). 
P r o o f. Consider P 0 + ).,. et , )., > ).,. + t , ).,. -+ 0, n -+ oo ; using the continuity of f 

with respect to t, we can write 

choosing t = sf as in Lenunas 2.2, 2.3, we obtain t± = g± ().),so that P0 +kt+g-().)j 
is a smooth curve tangent to e 1 at P 0 on the right and P 0 + A.e 1 + g+ ( ).)j is tangent on . the 
left. Then for n-+ oo and involving the above inequality, we get the announced result. 
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3. Compatibility conditions 

In this section we generalize the classical jump conditions for the case when the func
tions involved are the elements in different classes of regulated functions. Usually, the 
conditions of compatibility or jump conditions are divided into two groups: (a) the condi
tions which must be satisfied by functions describing the geometry of motion only are 
so-called kinematical jump conditions, (b) the conditions which involve (dynamical) 
equilibrium of forces are called dynamical jump conditions. 

3.1. Kinematical jump conditions 

In this subsection the main results are contained in two theorems (Theorem 3.1 and 
Lemma 3.1). First, the theorem generalizes the kinematical compatibility conditions for 
shock waves, the second result combined with the first generalize the compatibility condi
tions for acc~leration waves. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let f: D -+ R be a function of class C01 (D); then for any P 0 e D and any 
n2 = (P0 , e 1 , e 2), e1 = cosOi+sinOj, we have 

(3.1) 

where the signs from the operators oj, or are indifferent, by· the Proposition 2.4, and 
[(ojf)~~:2 (P0)] has the meaning from (2.7). 

Proof. Let A.: [0, s0] -+ R, A.(s) > 0 for se (0, s0), A.(s)/s-+ 0 for s-+ 0 and let 
P = P0 +se1 , P 1 = P+ k 1 , Q = P+ A.cosOi, Q1 = P+ A.sinOj, where Q(s), Q1(s) move 
along tangent curves to e1 at P0 , on the right and left of e1 , respectively. We have 

f(P 1)-f(P) f(P 1)-f(Q) f(Q)-f(P) 
A. = A. + A. 

= ot f(Q) sinO +ox f(Q)cosO + D 1 ( A.sinO) + D2 (AcosO) 

f(P1)-f(Q1
) f(Q 1)-f(P) 

= A + A 

= otf(Q1)sin0+ oxf(Q1)cos0+li1 (Asin0)+D2(A.cos0),. 

where !J1 (A.sinO) -+ 0, etc. for A.-+ 0. 
Since A(s)-+ 0 and Q(s), Q1 (s)-+ P0 along e1 for s-+ 0, then according to Proposi

tion 2.4, the theorem follows. 
Generalized Schwarz LEMMA 3.1. Letf be a function with the properties: (1)fe C 1 (D),. 

and .(2) 0 x f, o, f E C01 (D); then the following equa/ities 

(3.2) (or(of)): 2 (P0 ) = (oj(o,f)):2(P0), "= +or-

hold for any P0 e D and any n 2 = (P0 , e1 , e2 ). T.he signs from oi, a;: are indifferent~ 

First, we prove 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P 0 be a point in D through which there exists one discontinuity direc

tion for the four functions a;: (a X f)' oj ( Ot f); denote this direction by e 1 , then the following 
equa/ities: 

Oi(a.J) (Po) = a,•(Oxf) (Po) for 0 E (o. ~ ). 
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ai(a,j) (Po) = a,t(axf) (Po) for 8 E ( ~ '") 
hold. The signs correspond to each other. If() = 0 or () = n/2, both equalities hold. 

Proof. We prove only the first equality. Since there is only Qne discontinuity direc
tion through P0 , we have 

lim ox(orf) (Pt) = ox(orf) (Po) 
Pt-+Po 

and 
lim o/(oxf)(Pt) = or+(oxf) (Po). 

P1-+Po 

Introduce the function 

q;(t) = f(X, t)-f(Xo, t), t E [to, 11] 

and apply the mean value theorem; then 

q;(t1)-q;(t0 ) = (tt-to){o,f(X, t)-orf(Xo, t)} i E [to, t1]; 

for X sufficiently close to X0 we can write 

q;(tt)-q;(to) = (11-to)(X-Xo){iJx(orf)(Xo, t)+Oi(X-Xo)} 

Then 

f(X, t1)-f(Xo, t1) 
X-X0 

For X--+ X0 we get 

= (t1 -to) (X -Xo) { ox(orf) (Xo, to)+O(t- to)+ Oi(X -Xo)}. 

f(X, to)-f(Xo, t1) 
X-X0 

= (t1 -to){ox(o,f) (Xo, to)+O(i- to)+Oi(X -Xo)}. 

oxf(Xo, t1)-oxf(Xo, to)= (tl-to) {ox(iJ,f)(Xo, to)+O(t-to)} 

and therefore 

o/ (ox f) (Xo, to) = ox( iJ,f)(Xo, to). 

Proof of Le m m a 3.1. Since o,*(oxf> and oj(iJ,f) are R2-regulated functions 
on D, the set of points in which there are at least two discontinuity directions is at most 
countable (see Corollary 2.2). Let this set be denoted by {P,.}neN· Consider now P0 E D, 
a unit vector e1 in P0 and P(s) a right tangent curve to e1 in P0 • Then there is a sequence 
of points P~c --+ P 0 , P" = P(s~c) with the property that through any P~r. passes only one 
discontinuity direction. According to Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 2.4, we obtain 

( oj(o,f))%2 (Po) = ( of(oxf))%2 (Po). 

Here the order of ± signs is not important (is indifferent). 

3.2. Dynamical jump conditions 

First, we shall derive dynamical jump conditions corresponding to the shock waves. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A motion x = x(X, t), (X, t) E D = [a, b] x [t0 , t1] of a material 

body fJl will be called a motion with first-order discontinuities if 

X E C¥ 1(D) = C0(D)n R}(D). 
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Involving (2.9), (1.1) can be written as 
(3.3) V± = of x(X, t), F± = ojx(X, t), y± = F± -1. 

We put down the following hypotheses: 
(i) x is a motion with first-order discontinuities. 
(ii) The stress T = T(X, t) is a total1y regulated function on D. 

(iii) The following equality 
ht ht ht 

/(a1 , b1 , t) = f V+ (X, t)dX = j (V+);/X, t)dX = j (V+)t
2
(X, t)dX 

holds for any fixed t, any fixed basis e1 , e2 and any interval (a 1 , b1) c (a, b) such that T 
is continuous with respect to x at a 1 and b1 • 

From Corol1ary 2.5 and Proposition 2.4, we also have 
ht ht ht 

(iii) I(al, h1, t) = f v-ex, t)dX = f (V-),;;(x, t)dX = J (V-),t
2
(X, t)dX. 

Ot Ot Ot 

If the directions i and j are not directions of discontinuity for V±, then the condition 
(iii) is automatically satisfied. 

Note that the hypotheses (i)-(iii) are only sufficient conditions for results we derive 
here. 

In conditions (i) and (ii), the momentum of material body 91 which, in the reference 
configuration occupied the segment [a1 , b1] and had mass density (!o = const, is at timet, 
by definition 

ht 

(3.4) H(a1, b1, t) = j V+(x, t) e0 dX. 

Let P0 E D and e1 be a unit vector. Consider two tangent curves to e1 at P0 on each 
side of e1 , of equations 

C
1

: J b1 = X0 +A.cotan0+01 (A.), 
l t=to+A.; 

C
2

) a1 = X0 + A.cotan0-01 (A.), 
l t=t0 +A., 

where 01 0)/ A.-+ 0 for A. -+ 0, 01 (A.) > 0 for A. E (0, A.0 ] and 0 is the angle between e1 

and X-axis. The straight line through P0 along e1 has the equation 

X(t) = X0 + (t- t0 ) cotan 0. 

Now, consider those t for which X(t) E (a1 , bJ. Then, for LJt > 0, LJt-+ 0, taking 
into account the conditions (i)-(iii), the following formula can be derived 

x(t) ht 

(3.5) at+ H(al' bl' t) = f (!o a:ll v+ (X, t)dX + I (!o a:-11 v+ (X, t)dX 
a1 x(t) 

+eo cotan O{(V+)i
2 
(X(t), t)- (V+):-! (X(t), t)} = T1t1(bh t)- r.:}Cat, t), 

where n 2 = (P, eb e2), n~ = (P, i,j), n~ 1 = (P,j, -i), n1 = (P, i), nl = (P, -i). 
Equation (3.5) represents, in this case, the law of balance of momentum for zero body 
forces. 

10 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 4174 
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We now state the following 
THEOREM 3.2. In hypotheses (i)-(iii), the following dynamical jump relation 

(3.6) eo{(V)~2(X0 , to)-(V)n2 (Xo, to)}cotanO = T;;_(X0 , t0)-Tn~(X0 , t0 ) 

or 

(3.6') 

holds for any P0 E D and any n 2 (P0 , e1 , e2 ), e1 = cosOi+sinOj. From nmv on the sign ± 
will be omitted when it is indifferent, i.e., we shall write (j±)~2(P0) = (j)=

2
(P0 ). 

Proof. For A.~ 0 we have t ~ t0 , X(t) ~ X 0 , and the theorem follows according 
to Lemma 2.3. 

Now we shall derive dynamical jump condition corresponding to the acceleration 
waves. 

DEFINITION 3.2. We say that the motion x of the body f!J has second-order discon
tinuities if X E C 1 (D) and V, FE C01 (D). 

We now assume that 
(i) x has second-order discontinuities on i5, 

(ii) The stress T = T(X, t) is from C01 (D). 
The law of balance of momentum yields 

b1 

(3.7) j eo8,+V(X,t)dX= T(b 1 ,t)-T(a1 ,t). 

THEOREM 3.3. If the hypotheses (i)-(ii) hold, then the following dynamical relations 

(3.8) !?o(8, V)= 2 (Po) = (8x T)~2(P0), " = - or + 
hold, too, for any P0 E D and any n 2 = (P0 , e1 , e2 ). The relations (3.8) can be written 

also as 

(3.9) 

Pro of. Let Cbe a right tangent curve to e1 at P0 , of equation b1 = X0 +cotanO(t- t0 ) + 
+0(t-t0 ). Denote X(t) = X0 +cotan0(t-t0). Then substituting in (3.7), a 1 = X(t) and 
dividing by b1(t)-a 1 (t), we get 

ht(t) 

b 1 (/)~a 1 (f) f e{8,+V(X,t)-8,+V(b1 ,t)}dX+e8,+V(b1 ,t) = 8xT(b 1 ,t)+!J(t-t0). 

D1(t) 

Take a sequence tn ~ t0 , and using hypotheses (i)-(ii), we obtain 

eo(8,V)n~(P0) = (8xT)n~(Po). 

4. On the solution of a differential equation for the rate-type materials 

We shall consider a simple and bounded domain Din y, T plane, i.e., a domain for 
which (y1 , T), (y 2 , T) E D imply (A.y 1 + (1- A.)y2 , T) E D and (y, T1), (y, Ti) E D 

imply (y, J..T1 +(1-J..)T2 ) E D for any ). E [0, 1]. We shall be concerned with func
tions y, T:[t0 , t 1 ] ~ R, y, Te R 1 [t0 , tt]. 
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Usually we shall take t0 = 0; moreover, we shall assume that y (respective T) is defined 
on [0, t tJ, so that for any t, y(t) = y(t-0) = y- (t) or y(t) = y(t+O) = y+ (t). We shall 

denote the set of functions from R1 [0, t d with this property by R~ [0, t 1]. 

Suppose cp, "P: D -+ R and consider the equation 

(4.1) 
T = qJ(y, T)y+'fJJ(y, T), y(O) = Yo, 

T(O) = T0 
(yo, To) eD 

for functions y, T of class C 1
• Hence, for the Eq. (4.1), the natural class to look for the 

solutions in some meaning is et. Due to Denjoy's theorem, we may modify Eq. (4.1) 
as to look for solutions in R1 or in cot. Thus we write 

(4.2) 
Td = cp(y+, T+)yd+'fJJ(y+, T+), T+(O) =To, y+(O) = y0 , 

f~ = qJ(y-, T-)y; +"P(Y-, T-), (Yo, T0 ) E D. 

The meaning of Td, T5 , etc., is given by Definition 2.3. In this way, when y, T E Cl, 
then (4.2) reduces to (4.1). 

We shall try to find a kind of map which will associate to each y E R~ [0, t d (or 

yE C[1o,tl] or yE cro~tt]) a function T, defined on some subinterval [0, w) c: [0, td 
(w being the largest possible t E (0, tt]), of the same class as y on this subinterval. It will 

be given some necessary conditions of existence, uniqueness, continuity and differentiability 
with respect to uniform convergence topology of this map when y moves in R~[O, td 
(or C[1o, t 1p qoO~ t 1]). 

DEFINITION 4.1. A pair of functions (y(t), T(t) )e D fortE [0, wy) is called a solution 
of class R~ for the initial value problem (4.2) if for any yE R~ [0, t t1 with y+ (0) = y0 there 
is an w1 E (0, td and an R~ function T: [0, wy)-+ R, such that the pair (y(t), T(t)) verifies 
(4.2) for all t E [0, w,.) and for a given yE R~ [0, t d, w,. is the largest t with this property. 

In order to find a solution of problem (4.1), we shall apply the so-called Lagrange's 
method of variation of parameters. Take the problem 

(4.3) T = cp(y, T)y, y(O) = y0 , T(O) = T0 , (y0 , T0 ) E D. 

If qJ is "good enough" and yE C 1 [0, t 1], y(t) =F 0 on [0, td, then we can find a "good 
enough" solution in large (see HARTMAN (8], Chaps. Il, Ill, V; CODDINGTON & LEVINSTON 
[9], Chaps. I, II) for any (y0 , T0 ) E D: 

(4.4) T = f(y, y0 , T0 ), yE (w_, w+), w± = w±(y0 , T0 ) 

of the following problem 

(4.5) 
dT 
dy = cp(y, T), T(yo) = To, (yo, T0 ) E D. 

The solution (4.4) has the following properties 

of of 
ay= cp(y,J), oT

0 
> O, 

(4.6) (y,f(y, Yo, To)) E D, 1' E (w_, w+), 

(w±, limf(y, y0 , T0 )) E oD. 
y-+w± 
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Now it is evident that we can omit the restriction y(t) =1= 0; moreover, we let y be a func
tion in R~[O, ttl and f from (4.4) will give a solution for the problem 

T4 = cp(y+, T+)ya, T+(O) = T0 , y+(O) = y0 , 

fs = cp(y-, T-)y,, (yo, T0 ) E D, 
(4.7) 

if we choose co e (0, t d, so that (y(t) ,f(y(t), y0 , T0)) e D for t e [0, co ). In fact, we have 
to choose co so that y(t) e (co_, co+) for t e [0, co). 

We can prove the following 
THEOREM 4.1. Let cp: D-+ R, cp and ocp/oT be continuous on D. SupposeD is a bounded 

simple domain of y o T plane. Let ye R~[O, t1], T0 ER and y+(O) = y0 be such that 
(y0 , T0) e D. We also assume that there exists a continuous function k depending on 
y, k:[O, t1]-+ R, k(t) > 0, such that for any solution T eR~ of the problem (4.7) for 
y E R~ [0, t 1] fixed, J-ve have 

(4.8) [T] = k[y], 

where [T](t) = T(t+O)- T(t-0). Then the problem (4.7) has a unique solution. 
Proof. We have to prove the uniqueness only. We suppose there exist w 1 > 0, 

co2 > 0 and T1 , T2 eR~ such that (y(t), Tr(t)) E D fortE [0, co1) and (y(t), T2(t)) e D 
for t e [0, co2) are solutions of problem (4.7). Then, for t E [0, co), co = min(o)1 , o12) 

ftd-Tu = (cp(y+, Tt)-cp(y+, Tt))yd = ;;.(y+, i)(Tt-T2+)yd. 

Write T = T1 - T2 • From (4.8) it follows that T is continuous. Hence, as y4 is bounded 
on [0, t] and ocp/oT is bounded on D, we have 

(4.9) 

According to Lemma 2.1, T(t) = 0 for t e [0, w), so T1 (t) = T2(t) for t e [0, w). If 
co = co 1 , then for t e [co1 , co2), T2(t) can be considered as an extension of T1 (t), that 
contradicts the maximality of cot and therefore ro1 = w2 • 

If we look for a solution in C01 or in Cl, then the condition (4.8) is automatically 
satisfied, y and T being continuous functions. 

Now, we shall use Lagrange's method to obtain a solution for the problem (4.2). 
We choose an arbitrary, but fixed yE R~ [0, t tl with y+ (0) = y0 • Instead of T0 , we put 
an unknown function oft, T(t) and determine this function, so that (4.2) is verified. We 

have 

. of ( + ) . of < + ) . _ ( + f1"~ + )~· ( + f1( + )) T4 = Ty y , )'o, T ;'d+ aT Y , Yo, T T4 - ({) i' , ,y , '}'o, T'frd+'f/J Y , Y , ')'o, T . 

Taking into account (4.6), we can write 

(4.10) 

or 
I 

(4.11) T(t) = T0 + J p, (y(s), T(s)) ds, 
0 
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where 

(4.12) ( ) _ VJ(y,f(y, 'Yo, 1)) 
ft y, r - of . 

-OT (y, "/o, T) 

Due to the equivalence between (4.10) (if we add the equation for is) and (4.11), we can 
solve the problem (4.2) using functions T E C01 for 'YE R~ or T E C1 for 'YE C01

' i.e., 
T is "roughly Speaking", of a claSS "better" than "/ (and n. T Will be called the history 
parameter. 

The existence and uniqueness of the problem (4.10) (or (4.11)) for a fixed ye R~[O, td, 
are assumed in very weak hypotheses concerning the function p,. We shall deal with con
tinuity and differentiability of the solution when y moves in R~ [0, t 1]. 

In fact, the following theorem can be proved. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose the following conditions hold: 

(i) D0 .!_sa simple bounded domain, 
(ii) p,:D0 -+ R is a continuously differentiable function and op,foT, op,foy are bounded 

onD0 , 

(iii) 'Yo, To, Yn, Tn are real numbers with properties, ( y0 _, T0), (yn, Tn) e D0 , lim Yn = y0 , 
n-+oo 

n-+oo 

(iv) 'Yn' yE R~[O, t1], y;(O) = Yn, y+(O) = 'Yo and 'Yn-+ y, when n-+ oo in the norm 
llyll = max ly(t)l. 

te[O, tl) 

Then: (I) for each problem 

t 

r(t) =To+ J ,u(y(s), r(s))ds, 
0 

t 

Tn(t) = Tn+ J fl('Yn(s), Tn(s))ds, n =: 1, 2, ... , 
0 

there exist the maximal intervals [0, w) c [0, t 1], [0, wn) c [0, t 1] ( w, Wn E (0, t 1]) and 
r(t), Tn(t) uniquely determinedfunctionsfrom C0 t, so that (y(t), r(t)) E Do fortE [0, w), 
(yn(t), Tn(t)) E Do for t E [0, Wn) and (y(w-0), r(ro-0)) E D0 , (Yn(Wn-0), Tn(Wn-0)) 
eD0 and ifw < t1 and Wn < t1, then (y(w+O), r(w-O)),D0 , ('Yn(wn+O), Tn(Wn-0)) 
e D0 • When n -+ oo, we have 

w ~ lim infwn, r(t) = lim Tn(t), t E [0, w). 
n-+oo n-+oo 

(Il) The map· y( ·) -+ r( ·) is continuous (FRECHET) differentiable mapping with respect 
to uniform convergence. ~ 

P r o o f. The proof of the first part of this theorem is similar to classical proofs con
cerning the continuous dependence of the solution upon initial data (see, for example, 
HARTMAN (8], Chaps. 11, Ill, V, and CODDINGTON & LEVINSON (9], Chaps. I, 11). We shall 
give a proof for the last part of this theorem. 
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Let y, I e R~[O, td (one-side continuous function from R~0., 1~ such that (y0 , T0 ), 

(y0 + A/0 , T0 ) e D0 (Yo = y+ (0), 10 = [+ (0)) for a sufficiently small A; Then there are 
w, w;. e (0, t1] (w ~ liminfw;.) and -r(t), -r;.(t) such that 

;.~o 

t 

(4.12) -r;.(t)- -r(t) = J [,u(y +AI, -r;.)- ,u(y, -r;.) + ,u(y, -r;.)- ,u(y, -r)]ds 
0 

for t E (0, w), with W = min(w, W;.), 01 = 01 (s), 02 = 02(s) and 0 ~ 01, 02 ~ 1. 
We introduce the notations 

V;.(t) = T;.(t) ~ -r(t) ' c = max I aa,u (y' -r) I ' p = max I aa,u (y' -r) ,, 
(y,T)€Do /' (y,T)€Do T 

and we show that IV;.(t)l ~ M< oo for any 1).1 ~a, and t e [0, ill). Indeed, from (4.12) 
we get 

t 

IV;.(t)l ~ Clllllw+P f IV;.(s)lds 
0 

and applying Gronwall's lemma 

(4.13) IV;.(t)l ~ Clllllwexp(&P), t e [O, &). 

Relation (4.12) can be written also as 

(4.14) 

t t 

V;.(t)- J[!,u (y, -r)l(s)+ ~~ (y, -r)V;.(s)]ds = J[~,u (y+).011, -r;.) 
0 y 0 y 

Consider now the initial value problem 

t 

V(t)- J [ ~ (y, T)/+ ~ (r, T)V J dY = 0. 
0 

This problem possesses a unique continuous solution VeC01 [0,w) for y,/e .Rt[O,t1] 

and T E C01 (0, w), given by 

t t s 

(4.15) V(t) = exp {[ :~ (y, T)dY){f exp (- [ ~ (y, T)dY,) ~ (y, T)/dY). 

As T;. is continuous with respect to y + ).[ and 8,u/ ay' a,u; a-r are continuous, according 
to (4.13) we get from (4.14), for ). -. 0 

lim V;.(t) ::::: V(t), t e [0, w). 
;.~o 
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Based on the first part of this theorem, if we introduce the functional ~ which associates 
with each function ye R~[O, td and each number T0 ((y0 , T0) E D0 ) a real valued func
tion r defined on some interval [0, wy) 

(4.16) -c(t) = ~[y( · ), t, T0], t E [0, col'), 

and taking into account the hypothesis (ii) of the theorem and formula (4.15), we can 
say ~ is a continuously differentiable mapping and write 

(4.17) ~~[y( · ), t, Toll(·)]= V(t) 

= exp U ~~ (y, r)ds )U exp (- {~~ (y, r)ds1} ~I' (y, r)/ds). 
o ·o o ~ 

Now, we can return to problem (4.2) and prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.3. For the problem (4.2), we suppose the following conditions to be satisfied: 

(i) D is a plane bounded simple domain, 

(ii) cp, 1p:D-+ Rare continuous on D and ocpfoy, ocpfoT, o2cpfoT2 , o1pjoy, 01pjoT exist 
and are continuous and bounded on D, and 

(iii) the condition (4.8) holds. 
Then for any ye R![O, t1], y+(O) = y0 • 

(I) There are wE (0, t t1 and T: [0, w) -+ R such that y(t), T(t) , where T(t) is given 
by 

(4.18) 
T(t) = f(y(t), y0 , -c(t)), t E [0, w), 

r(t) = ~[y( · ), t, T0] 

is the unique solution (in the sense of Definition 4.1) of problem (4.2), f and~ being de
termined by (4.4) and (4.16), respectively. 

(11) The map y-+ T defined by (4.18) is a continuously differentiable mapping (for any 
t E [0, w )) in the sense of uniform convergence topology. 

Proof. Let yE R~[O, td and T0 ER, so that y+(O) = y0 and (y0 , T0) E D. Now, 
we can follow the procedure which we have followed when we derived the results under 
the formulas (4.3)-(4.7) and (4.10}-(4.12). 

We intend to apply the Theorem 4.2 to obtain a solution for the problem (4.2). For 
that we need to make precise the domain of definition for p,(y, -c) defined by (4.12) for 
a fixed y0 .f(y, y0 , r) is defined for any T with (y0 , -c) E D and w_ (y0 , -c) < y < w+ (y0 , -c), 
and establishes a one-to-:-one correspondence between r and T, for a fixed y0 and y. 

Denote by r+ and r_ the two values of r for which the segment (y0 r) crosses oD; 
00 

(y0 , r) E Dfor T E (r_, r+)· ConsiderthedomainsDn c DwithDn c Dn+l and U Dn = D 
1 

(for example, D, = {<r, T)/(y, T) E D, lrl < n, ITI < n, dist ((y, T), OD) > ! l see, for 

instance, HARTMAN [8], Chap. 11) and denote by Tn-, Tn+ the intersections of (y0 , -c) with Dn. 

Then dist ((yo, Tn:t), oD) ~ 1/n and (yo, -c) E D for T E [rn-' Tn+l· The properties of 
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ro±(y0 ,--r) imply that for any e > 0 and any! e [-r,._, T,.+] there exist the neighbourhoods 
V' (T), V" (T) such that 

ro+(y0 , "T)+e < ro+(y0 , -r), T E V'(i), 

ro_(y0 , -r) < ro_(y0 , :r)+e, T E V"(f). 

Take e = lfn and V,.(i) = V~(T) n V~'("T); then we can write 

1 - 1 
ro_(y0 , T)- - < ro_(y0 , l) < Yo < ro+(y0 , -r) < ro+(y0 , -r)--

n n 

for T e V,.(i). Now we may find a finite covering of [ -r,._, -r,.+], say V,.( -v1), ••• , V,.( Tm). 
Choose ro~(y0) = max ro_(y0 , T;) and ro~(y0) = min ro+(y0 , T;). Thenro~(y0) <y0 < 

i=l, ... ,m i=l, .. . ,m 

< ro~ (y0). Denote 

L1(yo, T0) = {(y, T)/y E (ro~(y0), ro~(y0)}, T E (T,._, T,.+)}, 

then (y, T) e D, where T = f(y, y0 , -r) for any (y, -r) e L1(y0 , T0 ). 

According to Theorem 4.2 for ,u:L1(y0 , T0 )-+ R and ye R![O, t1] c R~[O, t1] with 
y+(O) = y0 , there is an ro1 e (0, t1] such that · 

(4.19) -r(t) = '[y( · ), t, T0 ], t E [0, ro 1) 

is a solution of the problem (4.11) and 

(4.20) T(t) = f(y(t), y0 , -r(t)), t E [0, ro 1) 

is a solution of the problem (4.2). 
If ro 1 = 11 , the existence is proved. Assume ro1 < t1 • We have (y(ro1 -0), -r(ro1 -O)e 

e J{y0 , To) and (y(w1 +0), -r(ro1 -0)) j L1(y0 , T0). There are two alternatives: 

either y(ro1 -0), T(ro1 -0) e jj and y(ro1 +0) does not belong to the segment 
(ro-(y0 , -r(co1 -0)), w+(y0 , -r(w1 -0))) and hence w1 = ro (this concludes the proof), or 
(y(ro1 +0), T(ro1 +0)) e D (we have used here the fact that T is continuous). If 
(y(w1 +0), T(w1 +0)) e D,., we choose this point instead of (y0 , T0) and building another 
L1(y(ro1 +0), T(ro1 +0)), we can apply the same procedure as before and we get an roi > ro 1 • 

If we are still in D,., then applying successively this procedure, we obtain either roi = t 1 

or (y(cof +0), T(rof +0)) j D,., but it is a point from D. Then there is an n1 > n such 
that (y(wl +0), T(wf +0)) e D,.,, etc. 

Finally, we find an ro ~ t 1 , so that (y(t), T(t)) e D t e [0, eo) and if eo < t 1 , 

(y(w-0), T(w-0)) e D and y(ro+O) does .not belong to the segment (ro_(y0 , -r(w-0)), 
w+(y0 , -r(ro-0))). 

To prove the uniqueness of the solution, we suppose there are two solutions of the 
problem (4.2), (y(t), T1 (t)) E D for t e [0, co1

) and (y(t), T2(t)) E D for t E [0, w 2), 
with y+ (0) = y0 ·, Tt (0) = Tt (0) = T0 • 

Then, as D is a simple domain relative to axes, ffJ and tp are smooth bounded func
tions on D and y4 is bounded on [0, t 1], we can write 

t,.- Tu = [ ~ (r+, T*)Y. + ~ er+, T**) ]en-Tt) 
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and, therefore 

IT1d-Tu I~ MITt-Ttl, Tt(O)-Tl(O) = 0, te [O,w) 

with w = min(w1, w2). Now, taking into account the assumption (iii) and Lemma 2.1, 
we obtain T1 (t) = T2 (t) and w1 = w2

• 

The continuity and differentiability of the map y-+ f(y, y0 , T) are consequences of 
the properties of qJ and 1p; these imply ajf ay, ajf aT are COntinUOUS. 0n the Other hand, 
the continuity and differentiability of T(t) = §' [y( · ) , t, T0 ] are given by Theorem 4.2. 
The differential off can be written as 

(4.21) 
a1 af 

lJf(y(t), y0, T(t)l/(t)) =ay (y(t), y0, T(t))l(t)+--a; (y(t), f'o, T(t)) x 

I I s 

x exp{J ~~ (r(s), r(s))th)[ J exp{- J !~ (r(s,), r(s,))th,) x 
0 0 0 

ap 1 
x -a (y(s), T(s)) l(s)dsJ,. 

y ' 

where p(y, T) is given by (4.12). The theorem is completely proved. 
As a consequence of Theorems 4.3 and 4.2, we have, for ye R![O, t1], T(t) of class 

C01 for t e [0, w) and therefore the discontinuities of T at time t are given only by dis
continuities of y at the same time t. The discontinuities of the derivative of Tare also 
depending On T. If We Suppose )' E C~~tt]' then T is of class C1, hence the discontinuity 
of the derivative of Tat t e [0, w) depends only on the discontinuity of the derivative 
of y at t, the discontinuities of y's derivative on the interval [0, t) having no influence. 

If we consider that T(t) is determined as a function of two variables (not necessary 
as a solution of Eq. (4.2)), y(t), and some history parameter T(t) which is a functional 
of y( · ) up to time t, then from the above remarks it appears as natural to suppose some 
smoothness properties on the functional relation and not on the past history of y. 

5. Discontinuous motions in elastic and rate-type materials 

5.1. Elastic materials 

5.1.1. Motions with second-order discontinuities. Suppose that the motion xis a motion 
with second-order discontinuities (see Definition 3:2) and the stress T is given by formula 
(1.3), T = g(y). Then Theorem 3.3 can be applied (the hypothesis (ii) being automatic
ally satisfied) and yields 

(5.1) 

Using Theorem 3.1 for f equal to V and y, respectively, and denoting 

(5.2) c = ctg8 
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we get 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

[o, V1n2 (P0) + C[ox V]lf 2 (Po) = 0, 

[o,y]. 2 (Po)+C[oxy], 2 (Po) = 0. 

Lemma 3.1 implies the additional relation 

(5.5) 

The relations (5.1)-(5.5) yield 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

( 

2 dg(y)) (!oC -dy [oxr]n 2 (Po) = 0. 

(!o Cl = dg(y) 
dy 

and (5. 7) will admit real solutions only if dg jdy ~ 0. 

I. SuuciU 

Relation (5.7) shows that through any P0 e D there are at most two discontinuity 
directions. Now, according to Corollaries 2.1-2.3, the following theorem is true. 

THEOREM 5.1. For an elastic. material in a motion with second-order discontinuities, 
the number of discontinuity directions through any point is at most two, and the set of points 
at which there are effectively two discontinuity directions, is at most countable. 

5.1.2. Motions with first-order discontinuities. Suppose now that the motion x of an 
elastic material is a motion with first-order discontinuities in the sense of Definition 3.1. 
The hypothesis that the material is elastic involves condition (ii) from Theorem 3.2. 
Applying Theorems 3.1, 3.2, we get 

[V]n 2 (Po) + C[y]n2 (Po) = 0, 
(5.8) 

g(y,i2 (Po))-g(yn-;(Po)) + (!o C(V~r~(Po)- V.-;(Po)) = 0. 

From (5.8) we have 

(5.9) 

Therefore, if ·[y]n
2 
(P 0) =/: 0, we obtain 

(5.10) (!o C2 = g(ytl+(Po))-g~y;;l(Po)) . 
Yn2 (Po)-yJt2 (Po) 

Obviously, (5.10) will have real solutions for C only if g is an increasing function. 
Relation (5.9) or (5.10) may be interpreted as follows: in a point P0 e D, two given 

numbers y+ and y- can be one-side limits of the strain at P0 along the unit vector e1 , 

if the slope of e1 is given by (5.10); on the other hand, if e1 is known as a discontinuity 
unit vector and one of one-side limits is also known, then the value of the second one is 
given by (5.10). 

For motions with first-order discontinuities, there are no other limitations relative 
to the number of discontinuity points or directions than general ones for R2-regulated 
functions. 
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5.2. Rate-type materials 

Let D be a simple bounded domain in the plane y o T and suppose (0, 0) e D. Let 
q;, 1p:D--+ R, having the properties from Theorem 4.3. A quasi-linear rate-type material 
for smooth strain and stress histories is described by the Eq. (1.4). 

DEFIN~TION 5.1. One says that a quasi-linear rate-type material admits a natural rest 
configuration, if y(t) = 0 for t E (t 1, t2 ) and T(t 1) = 0 implies T(t) = 0 for t e (t 1, t2 ) 

for any t1 < t2 , t1 , t2 ER. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If 1p(y, T) is Lipschitzean in Ton D (in the conditions of Theorem 4.3, 

1p verifies this requirement) and 1p(O, 0) = 0, then the rate-type material described by the 
Eq. (1.4) admits a natural rest configuration. 

The fact that a material possesses a natural rest configuration can be expressed in 
other words as follows: if the material is not deformed and has no initial stresses, then 
stresses cannot appear in it. 

Suppose that the rate-type material described by (1.4) possesses a natural rest con
figuration; i.e., 1p(O, 0) = 0 and for t < 0 this material was in the natural rest configura
tion. Then the set of initial conditions (y0 , T0 ) from the problem (4.7) verifies the follow

ing relation 

(5.11) To = f(yo, 0, 0) = fo(Yo), Yo E (w_(O, 0), w+(O, 0) 

(see Theorems 4.1, 4.3). It means that the initial states lie on a curve, which is solution 
of the problem dT/dy = q;(y, T) T(O) = 0. 

As we shall see further, the rate-type material has to have the property that q;(y, T) .~ 0; 
therefore the function f 0 (y) is an increasing function. The curve (y, f 0 (y)) e D, 
ye (w_, w+) can be called instantaneous response curve from the rest configuration. 

From this discussion it follows that for a rate-type material with a natural rest con
figuration, the initial stress cannot be given arbitrarily, but is determined by initial 
strain. In other words, a rate-type constitutive equation of the form (1.4), in the condi
tion of Theorem 4.3, and 1p(O, 0) = 0 describes a single material rather than a family 
of materials. 

5.2.1. Motions with second-order discontinuities. Suppose that the motion x of a rate
type material is a motion with second-order discontinuities on the domain L1 from the 
X o t plane. Then the strain y e C01 (L1) and by Theorem 4.3 the stress T belongs to the 
same class C01 (L1). Of course the initial conditions y0 (X) and T0 (X) have to be of class 
CP1 with respect to X. By Theorem 4.2, the history parameter -c has smooth derivatives 
with respect to t and is at least of class C01 (L1) with respect to X, t jointly. 

Applying Theorem 3.1 to -c, we have 

(5.12) 

and for (J :/= ±n/2, we obtain 

(5.13) (8x-c),i
2
(Po) = (8xr);;/P0) = (8xr),i

1
(P0), n2 = (Po, e1, e2), 

n1 = (Po, e1); 
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it means that except the t direction, the function T has no other discontinuity directions. 
Taking into account formulas (4.18) (Theorem 4.3), we can write (3.8) {Theorem 3.3) 

as 

(5.14) 

+ :~(y, ro, T)(oxT)t,(Po). 

Here " = + or -, depending on the tangent curve to the unit vector e1 = cosOi+sinOj 
from n 2 = (P0 , e1 , e2), plus for the. left tangent curve and minus for the right tangent 

curve. "• = + for 0 e (- ~ , + ~ ) and "• = - otherwise. We have supposed 0 oF ± ~ 
and we have applied (5.13). Using (4.16) and (4.17), we obtain 

(5.15) (ox T)ri,(Po) = ( f5 ~ [y(X, · ), t, Tolo_iy(X, • )]);.(Po) 

+ ;~ [y(X, · ), t, T0] (oxT0)'''(X, 0). 

Here, the expression of f5~[ ... I o_iy(X, . )] is given by (4.17), where we put 
/( ·) = o_i y(X, · ); " 1 has the same meaning as in (5.14). 

Now, from (5.14), we obtain 

of 
(5.16) eo[o, VJnl(Po) =ay (y, ')'o, T) [oxr](Po), 

and following the same way as for elastic materials, we get 

(5.17) eoC2 = :~ (y, ')'o, T) = lp(y,f(y, Yo, T)). 

In obtaining the last equality the formula (4.6) has been involved. 
Therefore, there are three possible discontinuous directions for a motion with second

order discontinuities in a rate-type material; the two directions given by (5.17), which 
are depending on the whole history of strain and the direction X= const. Similar conclu
sions as those from Theorem 5.1 hold here as well. Also, from (5.14) we can see that as 
a result of integration of constitutive equation, the equation of motion contains some 
additional terms but the characteristics of the system remain the same. 

5.2.2. Motions with first-order discontinuities. In the condition of Theorem 4.3, taking 
into account Proposition 2.5, the results for motions with first~order discontinuities in 
rate-type materials are similar to the corresponding results for elastic materials. The main 
difference consists in the fact that slope of discontinuity directions are depending in this 
case on the history parameter T as well. 

We shall discuss now the meaning of the condition (iii)-(4.8) involved in the Theorem 
4.3, in order to obtain uniqueness in the case when motions with first-order discontinuities 
are considered. 

Suppose that the motion x: J ~ R satisfies the supplementary assumption: 
(iii') The set of points P e L1 with property 

o,+ x(P) #: a-; x(P) or oi x(P) #: oxx(P) 
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is formed from isolated arcs of smooth curves, whose slope is not parallel to the axes; 
that is, if C is an arc of smooth curve for which at x(P 0) :F or x(P 0), P 0 e C, then there 
is an open disc d(P 0) with the center in P 0 , divided in two parts by C such that at x(P) = 
= or x(P) for P e d(P0)-C. (See also [llD. 
As an immediate consequence of hypothesis (iii') and Theorem 3.1 is the following: if 
o,x is discontinuous when crossing C, then the same is true for oxx. If we denote by ~(P0) 
the tangent straight line to C in P 0 , then 

at x(P0 ) = (o,x)" 1 (Po) = (o,xY' +(P0 ), 
nl nl 

where 

n~ = (Po,j, -i}, n~ 1 = (Po, -j, i), nt = (P0 , et, et), n2 = (Po, e1, ei) 

arid et is a unit vector at P0 lying on the same side of ~(P0) as j; similarly for e1 . 
For a fixed X and an interval [10 , td such that (X, t) eX for t e [10 , tt], there is 

a finite number of discontinuity ,curves which cut the segment (X, t), t e [t0 , t 1], say 
Ci, 1 ~ i ~ N. Denote by Pt = (X, ti) the intersection points of Ct with the segment and 
by Cj the slope of ci. Then there is a function k:[(o, 11]-+ R+ with k(ti) = eel. From 
Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and the Eq. (5.2), we get 

[y](X, ti) = eo cf [T](X, ti), 

or using the function k, for any t e [10 , t 1] 

[y](X, t) = k(t)[T](X, t). 

This means that the condition (iii) holds when condition (iii') holds. 
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